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Abstract
In the past few years, Vulnerability injection technique has been given
relatively lesser attention by the research community. The probable
reason might be positioned in its objective which is apparently contrary
to the purpose of making applications more secure. However, the same
technique can be used in various research applications such as the
automatic creation of vulnerable code for the purpose of educational
application, systems requiring in-depth testing and evaluation of both
vulnerability scanners and security teams. In the contemporary
literature, a handful of work exists for securing PHP based web
applications using vulnerability injection. Most of the protocols exploit
the vulnerability detection rather than vulnerability injection which is a
major drawback for the design of real- time and secure applications.
Moreover, the existing protocols employ single type of vulnerability
which limits its practical usage. Also, the dynamic nature of PHP
makes the design of secure PHP based applications more challenging.
In the light of above said limitations, we propose to design a prototype
which targets PHP based web applications. Further, the prototype is
injected with taint- style vulnerabilities i.e., Sql injection, cross-site
scripting etc. The thesis would exploit vulnerabilities present in the
latest versions of well known PHP applications. This, in turn, would
provide a better insight into the most common type of vulnerabilities.
Index Terms: Vulnerabilities, Injection, PHP, Static analysis.
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1. Introduction
Web applications in particular are being used today as front ends to many security
critical systems (e.g., home banking and e-commerce), but due to their high exposure,
they are particularly susceptible to being heavily attacked. This means that they require
special care to make them secure and resilient against these threats.In a world growing
every day more dependent on computer systems, we are slowly becoming aware of the
need for security in applications to prevent attacks that could result in the loss of
material, money or even human lives. Security teams and vulnerability scanners are
some of the approaches used to eliminate the flaws that weaken the applications, the
vulnerabilities. However, without a systematic way of evaluating them, it is difficult to
choose the right security tool for the job, or find out what knowledge the security team
is lacking. Evaluating vulnerability scanners might be done by comparing the results
from each other, to see which tool finds more vulnerabilities with less false positives.
This however only gives a result relative to the other vulnerability scanners, meaning
that if all vulnerability scanners are bad the this method will not produce meaningful
results. Evaluating a security team is even harder since most companies do not have
the resources required to employ more than one security team, and even if they have,
they probably would not want to have them doing the same work just for the sake of
comparing the results.The best way to evaluate both security teams and vulnerability
scanners is to have them work over an application whose vulnerabilities are already
known, in order to be able to check not only which types of vulnerabilities they find
best but also which ones they failed to find at all. While this can be done by using
some older version of an application, with some known vulnerabilities, finding a
version that has just the right vulnerabilities for the evaluation might be very difficult.
Therefore, a method is necessary to give to the evaluator the control over which
vulnerabilities are inserted in the test application, to ensure that the evaluations are
effective and efficient. A vulnerability injection tool can also be used to estimate the
number of vulnerabilities that are left to correct in an application after it has already
been tested [1]

2. Literature Survey
There is not much work on vulnerability injection in our current day. The reasons for
this might have to do with the fact that it looks counterproductive to the end goal of
making software more secure and also that it is as hard (if not harder) as the opposite
problem of detecting vulnerabilities. This might explain why only one team, Fonseca
has focused on this exact problem .Fonseca builds upon this concept in two different
works: in [5] they present the concept and delve deeper into it in [6]. They implement
the concept by building a vulnerability injection tool for PHP that injects SQL
Injection vulnerabilities. Fault injection has been used since the 1970s [7] to test the
dependability of fault tolerant systems. By injecting faults into specific components of
a system it was possible to verify whether the system could tolerate faults in those
components, and it was also possible to learn the impact of the eventual failures. The
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first approach for fault injection was to inject faults directly in the hardware. These
were used mostly to test the tolerance of the hardware to occasional failures and to
evaluate the dependability of systems where high time resolution is required. Static
Analysis is a form of analysis of computer software where the code is analyzed
without being executed. It can be used to gather a lot of information about the code,
from defects or bugs, unreachable code and unused variables, whether it adheres to
good programming practices, software metrics, and can even be used to formally prove
whether the application has some given properties. While it can also be applied on
binary code, it is most commonly applied to source code. In fact, compilers use it to do
their job and thus are a good model to verify what and how is static analysis done [8].
Compilers are usually composed of three main components: the front end where source
code is parsed, its syntax and semantics is validated and is transformed into an
intermediate representation ready for further analysis; the middle end where the code is
subject to static analysis in order to be optimized and the back end where the code will
be finally translated into the output language. Static analysis tools typically have a
similar work flow to the front and middle end except for the optimization part which is
where tools diverge according to their purpose, and thus these two components are
worth a deeper look at. While the purpose of vulnerability detection is the complete
opposite of what this work tries to achieve, tools that try to detect vulnerabilities
statically have many characteristics in common with a potential vulnerability injection
tool, mainly related to the static analysis that it needs to perform and to the
vulnerability modeling that is required both to detect vulnerabilities or to detect
potential injection locations. It is thus interesting to analyze tools that perform
vulnerability detection on PHP.RIPS [13] is written in PHP and thus requires setting
up a local web server in order to use it. Once that step is done it can be controlled
completely using a practical web interface that allows scanning files for vulnerabilities
while customizing the verbosity level, the vulnerabilities to analyze, and even the code
style in which results are presented. Pixy is written in Java and is a command line
application that can detect Cross-site Scripting and SQL Injection vulnerabilities using
taint analysis, which makes it both less user-friendly and less complete than RIPS. It is
run by specifying one file where vulnerabilities will be searched, which is then
presented in a summary in the terminal. Alternatively, a DOT file can be produced,
which can be visualized using the dot application from Graphviz [14] that represents
the taint path that causes the vulnerability.

3. Proposed Prototype
The modifications made to Rips were the ones marked in red in Figure.1 The addition
of a injectVulns() method in the DepClients and of a Vulnerability Injector module
were required in order to transform it into a Vulnerability Injection Tool. The rest of
the modifications were made in order to allow for the Vulnerability Injection Tool to
be able to inject and detect some more vulnerability.
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Fig. 1: Rips Plus Modification for Injection Tool.

4. Evalution
The prototype will be evaluated with some web applications in order to measure its
efficiency. The four applications are a guestbook script called Talkback [17], a web
chat server named Voc [18], a document management system called yaDMS [19], and
RIPS [20], the vulnerability scanner that contributed to the model and sink files of the
prototype. The selection of these applications was based in three requirements that had
to be satisfied. The first was that the prototype had to be able to parse the application
files, which was not always true because the original Pixy could not parse PHP5
applications, and thus neither could the prototype. The second is the equivalent for
RIPS, i.e., RIPS had to be able to parse the application files too. This was required
because RIPS was to be used to cross-check the results of the injections. The third
requirement was that the applications were easy to run and test, which was required to
verify whether the injections affected the apparent behavior of the application or not.
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Experimental Results

Table 1: Output Data.

5. Conclusion
The work focus on the detection of various vulnerabilities while injecting the same
through a prototype design. Vulnerability injection tool is capable of inserting realistic
and attackable vulnerabilities into php based web applications. Further, the prototype is
injected with taint-style vulnerabilities i.e., Sql injection, cross-site scripting etc. The
vulnerabilities present in the latest versions of well known php applications would be
studied and analyzed. A handful of work exists for securing php based web
applications using vulnerability injection. Most of the protocols exploit the
vulnerability detection rather than vulnerability injection which is a major drawback
for the design of real- time and secure applications. Moreover, the existing protocols
employ single type of vulnerability which limits its practical usage. Also, the
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dynamic nature of PHP makes the design of secure php based applications more
challenging. In the thesis, we proposed to design a prototype which targets PHP based
web applications. This technique can be used in various research applications such as
the automatic creation of vulnerable code for the purpose of educational application,
systems requiring in-depth testing and evaluation of both vulnerability scanners and
security teams.
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